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Joint Bandwidth Assignment and Routing for Power Saving on
Large File Transfer with Time Constraints
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SUMMARY The increase in network traffic in recent years has led to
increased power consumption. Accordingly, many studies have tried to
reduce the energy consumption of network devices. Various types of data
have become available in large quantities via large high-speed computer
networks. Time-constrained file transfer is receiving much attention as an
advanced service. In this model, a request must be completed within a
user-specified deadline or rejected if the requested deadline cannot be met.
Some bandwidth assignment and routing methods to accept more requests
have been proposed. However, these existing methods do not consider
energy consumption. Herein, we propose a joint bandwidth assignment
and routing method that reduces energy consumption for time-constrained
large file transfer. The bandwidth assignment method reduces the power
consumption of mediate node, typically router, by waiting for requests and
transferring several requests at the same time. The routing method reduces
the power consumption by selecting the path with the least predicted energy
consumption. Finally, we evaluate the proposed method through simulation
experiments.
key words: power saving, scheduling, routing, file transfer, time constraint

1. Introduction

The development of network technology in recent years has
led to high-speed and huge computer networks. Unfortu-
nately, the increase in the power consumption of communi-
cation devices has become a serious problem [1].

Many studies have been conducted as regards network
power saving, focusing on making the link power consump-
tion proportional to the link speed [2], by placing switches
and routers in sleep mode in the absence of network traffic
[3], and concentrating onto particular routers [4], [5].

On the other hand, the act of users transferring large files
has increased with the diversification of services and the in-
crease in the number of contents in a network. Real-time
applications, such as multimedia or stock market informa-
tion services, require immediate transfer, whereas bulk data
transfer, such as backup applications, may require a large
bandwidth, but not necessarily immediate transfer. In the
latter case, the data transfer completion time is the key qual-
ity of service that users want. Any applications that need
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coordinated use of several resources can generally benefit
from being deadline-aware [6], [7].

Many studies have been performed on file transfer, but
most of them assumed a best-effort manner that does not
guarantee the bandwidth and focused on shortening the aver-
age transfer completion time [8]–[10]. In these studies, pre-
dicting and/or guaranteeing transfer completion times was
difficult because they strongly depended on the network con-
ditions [11], [12].

To overcome this problem, other studies introduced a
model whereby a transfer request must either be completed
by a user-specified deadline or rejected if the deadline cannot
be met [13], [14]. Note that in this model, shortening the
transfer time below its deadline is not necessary, and accept-
ing more requests is preferable, thereby reducing the number
of rejected requests. The bandwidth assignment for each re-
quest must be considered to handle many requests that meet
their deadline and reduce the call-blocking probability.

Some studies demonstrated scheduling with a hard
deadline in this file transfer model. [15] proposed a schedul-
ing method named DFP (Deadline Fitting Push) to reduce
the call-blocking probability by considering the difference
in deadlines. [16] studied an off-line algorithm and an on-
line algorithm to optimally schedule packets for multihop
wired networks. [17] developed a new protocol to meet the
application deadlines for cloud datacenter networks. [18]
proposed a flow scheduling method and a routing method
for datacenter networks. Meanwhile, [20] studied a switch
buffer control to meet the flow deadlines. [21] introduced
a deadline-aware advance reservation model for media pro-
duction networks.

Unfortunately, most of these studies did not consider
the network energy consumption. Some studies considered
energy consumption (e.g., [18]), but reduced only link con-
sumption and ignored node consumption.

We propose herein a joint bandwidth assignment and
routing method for power saving. The bandwidth assign-
ment method, namedWaiting Crossing Requests (WCR), re-
duces the network power consumption by transferring more
requests via particular routers at the same time. For this
purpose, in the proposed method, when a request comes, it
waits for a later request that uses the same node, but does not
use the same link as the original request [19].

The proposed routing method, named Least Additional
Energy (LAE), makes a new graph to consider the node cost
in addition to the link cost because the bandwidth assign-
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ment methods schedule the bandwidth to reduce the node
power consumption. The LAE method decides on the route
using Dikstra’s algorithm. The link cost of the LAE is the
predicted power consumption increased by the arrival of the
new request.

The combination of the proposed methods tries to re-
duce the total active time of nodes by shifting the transfer
schedule and routes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the background of the power-saving tech-
nologies and the time-constrained file transfer; in Sect. 3 we
discuss the construction of a network model considering the
power consumption and propose a bandwidth assignment
method and a routing method; Sect. 4 evaluates their perfor-
mance through simulation experiments; and Sect. 5 presents
the conclusions.

2. Related Works

2.1 Power-Saving Technologies

The energy consumption of networks can be reduced bymak-
ing redundant devices sleep or modulating the capacities of
network chips [22], which leads to a dynamic trade-off be-
tween packet service performance and power consumption.
This approach can be classified into three levels: link, node,
and network levels.

(1) Link Level

The representative technology at the link level is Energy
Efficient Ethernet (EEE) [2], which is standardized as
IEEE802.3az, and has already been commercialized. EEE
includes the following two methods: Low Power Idle (LPI)
[23] and Rapid Phy Selection (RPS) [24]. LPI decides on
whether to sleep or transmit according to the time fluctuation
of the network traffic. The RPS selects the appropriate link
rate from several kinds of prepared link rates.

The wakeup time of a line card is important in link
sleep. It takes minutes to get a line card of a major vendor’s
high-end routers ready under the current design. To address
this issue, [25] proposed a new line card design that keeps
the host processor in a line card on standby, thereby only con-
suming a small fraction of power consumption, but saving
considerable wakeup time. This design downloads a slim
slot of popular prefixes with higher priority; hence, the line
card will be ready for forwarding most of the traffic much
earlier. Their experiment showed that the new line card can
wake up from sleep mode in 127.27 [ms].

(2) Node Level

As the power-saving technology at the node level, Gupta and
Singh proposed the method that set LAN switches in standby
modes when packets arrive [3], [26]. They also discussed
about packet delay and proposed a more effective algorithm
[27], [28].

DynamicVoltage Scaling (DVS) has also receivedmuch
attention [29]. The DVS reduces the power consumption of

line cards by scaling the capacity of processors according to
the network traffic load.

(3) Network Level

Many energy-aware routing protocols are proposed at the
network level [4], [5]. ECO-RP is one of the representative
energy-aware routing protocols [4]. ECO-RP makes routers
cooperate with each other based on Open Shortest Path Fast
and transmits network traffic by part of routers in a period of
time with less traffic.

2.2 File Transfer with Time Constraints

2.2.1 Problem Formulation

The best-effort manner in current networks aims to shorten
the average completion time; hence, the request’s deadline is
not considered [11], [32]. Predicting and/or guaranteeing the
completion time is difficult in such a situation. To overcome
this problem, some studies have introduced a model where
a file transfer request must either be completed by a user-
specified deadline or be rejected if the deadline cannot be
satisfied [13], [31].

This file transfer model is formally defined as follows:
first, a user generates a transfer request with an allowable
deadline; a feasible route with a large bandwidth to meet the
new request’s deadline is then searched; a bandwidth assign-
ment is invoked if the request’s route is searched; and the
request is rejected if the route is not found or the bandwidth
assignment is failed.

A transfer request with constraint Ri (i = 1, 2, . . .) is
defined by parameters as follows:

Ri = (si, di, Ai, Fi, Di), (1)

where si is the source node; di is the destination node; Ai

is the request arrival time; Fi is the file size; and Di is the
request deadline. Note that Fi and Di will decrease as time
passes. Therefore, we use Fi (t) to describe the remaining
size of the transfer and Di (t) to indicate the remaining time
to deadline. We suppose that if the transfer request is finished
by the deadline defined by the user, the user is sufficiently
satisfied.

For each request Ri , MinRatei (t) is defined as the min-
imum average transfer rate that will meet the request’s dead-
line [31]. This can be determined from the file size Fi (t) and
the deadline Di (t) as follows:

MinRatei (t) =
Fi (t)
Di (t)

(2)

An accepted request can meet its deadline when the allo-
cated bandwidth is MinRate or more. The MinRate will
monotonically decrease with more allocated bandwidth.

2.2.2 Existing Methods

[31] proposed the ChangeRates method as an efficient
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bandwidth allocation method that dynamically changes
the assigned bandwidth. The method can decrease the
call-blocking probability while simultaneously guaranteeing
MinRate and allocating the remaining bandwidth.

Instead of equally dividing the bandwidth for all ongo-
ing requests, ChangeRates varies the bandwidth allocation
according to the ratios of MinRate of the requests using the
link.

The bandwidth is allocated by selecting the minimum
Rate j calculated in each link j. Cj is the link capacity, and∑

MinRate j is the sum of MinRate of requests using the
link j.

Rate j = MinRatei
Cj∑

MinRate j
(3)

In the abovementioned existingmethod, however, a new
request may be rejected without considering the bandwidth
that will be released by future transfer completions. In other
words, it always allocates at least MinRate bandwidth. How-
ever, the transfer can be completed by the deadline even if
the assigned bandwidth is temporarily less than MinRate.

[15] presented a bandwidth scheduling method that
can meet a request’s deadline without always allocating
MinRate. This method considers the bandwidth that will be
freed when an ongoing request is completed.

The length of the transfer time does not need to be
considered, and all requests may complete just before their
deadlines; hence, they consider scheduling a request’s band-
width starting with the request with the latest deadline as
long as more bandwidth than MinRate would be assigned
later.

[15] also proposed a routing method for time-
constrained file transfer named MLC (Minimum Link Con-
gestion). It considers ongoing requests and their deadline.

The combination of the bandwidth assignment and the
routing achieves a smaller call-blocking probability.

2.3 Problematic Issues

The existing methods for large file transfer with time con-
straints do not consider energy consumption. However, the
file transfer model with time constraints has a potential to
save the power consumption in the future network. In this
paper, we propose a joint bandwidth assignment and routing
method for power saving.

3. Proposed Method

3.1 Network Model

The following network characteristics are assumed herein:
the network topology is represented by a graph G(V , E) con-
sisting of a node set V and a link set E, and the bandwidth
allocated to each transfer connection is guaranteed, as in
software-defined networking [30]. A database for managing
essential information, such as network topology, link capac-
ity, and ongoing requests, is used for routing and bandwidth

Fig. 1 Example of power consumption model.

scheduling. The access networks are sufficiently fast; thus,
they cannot become potential bottlenecks.

In addition, the following power consumption model is
assumed. The consumed power in a node includes two ele-
ments; core and link. A node has one or more link cards. A
link card consumes constant power PL [W] while providing
any communications. The core of the node consumes con-
stant power PN [W] while providing any communications
by at least one link card. In contrast, they consume no power
while not supporting any communications. The time and the
power consumption when a node or a link goes to sleep or
restarts are sufficiently small. Consequently, the total energy
consumption Eall [J] and the consumed power per second
Pall [W] of the network are calculated as follows:

Eall =
∑
e∈E

PL · t(e) +
∑
v∈V

PN · t(v ),

Pall =
Eall

T
,

where t(e) and t(v ) are the total active time of link e and
node v , respectively, and T is the total observed time.

Figure 1 shows an example of the power consumption
model. When two requests R1 and R2 exist in the network,
the nodes and the links used by each request consume power
PN and PL , respectively. The nodes and the links used by
only R1 consume no power after R1 is completed.

3.2 Bandwidth Assignment Method

We first explain here the basic policy of our bandwidth as-
signment methods. These methods assign all available band-
width to each request like the Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
to maximize the sleeping time of nodes and links. How-
ever, the EDF method is not necessarily appropriate from
the power saving viewpoint. Particularly when two requests
have paths that are not node disjoint, but link disjoint, the
power consumption can be reduced by assigning the band-
width to these requests at the same time, since a mediate
node is active for two requests and its energy is consumed
efficiently. Hereinafter, this state is called crossing.

Figure 2 shows an example of the crossing requests.
The network in Fig. 2 consists of 4 nodes and 4 links. Each
link speed is 1Gbps. Three requests (i.e., R1, R2, and R3)
increasing urgency in terms of deadline. R1 and R2 are
not crossed because they do not use the same node. R2
and R3 are not crossed either because they use the same
link C-D. In contrast, R1 and R3 cross each other. In this
situation, assigning the bandwidth to R1 and R3 at the same
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Fig. 2 Power saving scheduling of crossing requests.

time shortens the uptime of nodes A and B compared with
assigning it at different times.

Hence, it is appropriate for saving power consumption
to transfer crossing requests at the same time. However,
such a pair of requests does not always exist. The probabil-
ity that crossing requests exist is too small, especially in a
network where requests do not frequently arrive. A method
that makes an arrival request wait until the request crossing
the arrival request arrives is further proposed to efficiently
reduce the power consumption in such a situation.

We propose herein a power-saving bandwidth assign-
mentmethod, which is a kind of dynamic bandwidth schedul-
ing. Its specific procedure is presented below.

1. This method focuses on the request Ri with the earliest
deadline among the requests, which have not yet been
scheduled.

2. As for request Rj that is across Ri and has not been
scheduled yet, all the available bandwidth to transfer
Fmin = min(Fi, Fj ) is assigned to requests Ri and Rj in
the nearest interval to the current time. The bandwidth
is allocated in an ascending order of the deadline if two
or more requests correspond to request Rj .

3. If no request that is across Ri and has not been scheduled
exists or the sufficient amount of bandwidth tomeet Ri’s
deadline is not allocated, all the available bandwidth is
allocated to transfer Ri’s remaining file size after the
waiting time Wi . Wi is calculated as follows:

Wi =



Di −
Fi

C × α (Di −
Fi

C × α ≥ T ),

T (Di −
Fi

C × α < T ),

where T is the current time and CRi denotes a capacity
of the bottleneck link of the path for request Ri . In
the proposed method, α is a predetemined parameter to
balance the power saving and call blocking. Larger α

Fig. 3 Execution example of WCR method.

leads to more efficient energy consumption. However,
it may cause the increase of call blocking probability.

4. If the amount of bandwidth to complete Ri cannot be
guaranteed after step 3, the bandwidth is assigned to Ri

in the nearest time to Wi and before Wi .
5. If the bandwidth assignment does not complete after

step 4, the request that arrived is rejected, and the as-
signment is restored to the previous assignment.

6. The new request is accepted if a sufficient amount of
bandwidth is assigned to all requests to meet their dead-
lines; otherwise, return to step 1.

Figure 3 depicts an execution example of the proposed
method with α = 2, where requests from R1 to R4 with the
different arrival time arrive.

First, at T = 0 [s], request R1 from node A to node
E arrives. At this time, file transfer of R1 starts from the
waiting time W1 = 50 − 10

1 × 2 = 30 [s] because no requests
exist other than R1. Note here that the proposed method
waits for a new request to reduce the energy consumed by
a mediate node B as much as possible by making multiple
request crossing.

The proposed method then reschedules the bandwidth
when R2 arrives. In this scheduling, Fmin = 10 [Gbit] is
transferred at the current time because R1 is across R2, and
5 [Gbit] of R2’s remaining file size is transferred after W2 =
80 − 15

1 × 2 = 50 [s] because no request is across R2, except
for R1. R3 then arrives after R1 is completed. In the same
manner, Fmin = 5 [Gbit] is transferred at the current time,
and 5 [Gbit] of R3’s remaining file size is transferred after
W3 = 100 − 10

1 × 2 = 80 [s]. Finally, R4 arrives after R2 is
completed. The proposed method allocates all the available
bandwidth to R3 and R4 after each waiting time because they
are not crossing.
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If the EDFmethod is applied, node B frequently restarts
to transfer requests that newly arrives. However, the pro-
posed method shortens the uptime of node B because the
method lets a request wait until a crossing request arrives.

3.3 Routing Method

3.3.1 Core-Port Graph

The preparation of our routing method is first explained
herein. As mentioned in Sect. 3.1, all nodes and links in
the network model consume the constant power. The node
power consumption is particularly very important because
its consumption can be reduced by considering the cross-
ing requests. Note here that the node power consumption
depends not only on the number of ongoing requests, but
also on its incoming/outgoing links. Accordingly, a directed
graph named core-port graph that can express the cost met-
ric reflecting the node itself and the incoming/outgoing links
is made to consider this point in Dijkstra’s algorithm.

We explain how tomake the core-port graphwith Fig. 4.

1. From an original node, one core node and p port nodes
are created where p is the number of its neighbor nodes.
At the beginning in Fig. 4, a circle indicates an original
node. In Step 1, a core node indicated by double-lined
circle and 2 or 3 port nodes indicated by single-lined
circle are created from their original node. A square
surrounding the core node and port nodes means their
original node.

2. A port-port link connects a pair of port nodes. Each port
node is responsible for presenting packet forwarding
from an incoming link to outgoing links. Therefore, as
shown in Step 2, each port node has one port-port link
from one of neighbor original nodes and port-port links
to the rest of them.

3. A core-port link connects a source core node created
from an original node and a port node created from
another original node. It shows the first link of a path.
Therefore, as shown in Step 3, each core node has core-
port links to all its neighbor original nodes.

Fig. 4 Core-port graph.

4. A port-core link connects a port node to the core node,
where they are created from the same original node. It
shows the last link of a path. Therefore, as shown in
Step 4, each core node has port-core links from port
nodes in the same square.

In this core-port graph, only core node can be chosen
as a source node or a destination node.

The cost of port-port link is the sum of link cost of
original link between the original nodes whose port nodes
are conneced by the port-port link and the core cost of the
original node whose port node is destination-side of the port-
port link. The cost of core-port link is the sum of link cost
of original link between the original nodes whose port node
and core node are conneced by the core-port link and the
core cost of the original node whose core node is connected
by the core-port link. The cost of port-core links is equal to
the core cost of the original node node whose core node is
connected by the port-core link.

The core-port graph is denoted by G′(V ′, E ′); v ′ ∈
V ′, e′ ∈ E ′, where V ′ means a set of core nodes and port
nodes and E ′ is a set of port-port links, core-port links and
port-core links. By introducing the core-port graph, the num-
ber of nodes for routing algorithm gets larger by the number
of ports. In a large scale network, however, the number
of ports is much smaller than the number of nodes, so that
the order of the time complexity is the same as Dijkstra’s
algorithm.

3.3.2 Least Additional Energy

A routing method, named LAE, is also proposed herein to
enhance the power-saving effect of the proposed schedul-
ing method. When a new request Rn arrives, the link cost
dlink (e) for link e and the node cost dnode (v, e1, e2) for node
v , where e1 and e2 means an incoming link and an outgoing
link, respectively, are defined as follows:

dlink (e) = Pe ·
Fn

Ce
, (4)

dnode (v, e1, e2) =
1
2

Pv · {
Fn

min(Ce1,Ce2 )

+ ( max
e∈E (v)

∑
Ri ∈R

′(e)

Fi

Ce
− max

e∈E (v)

∑
Ri ∈R(e)

Fi

Ce
), } (5)

where Pe is the power consumption of link e; Pv is the
power consumption of node v; Fn is the file size of the
new request Rn; Ce is the link capacity of link e; E (v ) is
the link set whose links connect with node v; R(e) is the
request set whose requests, except the new request Rn, use
link e; and R′(e) is the request set whose requests, including
the new request Rn, use link e. These variables denote the
predictive energy consumed by the new request Rn. The
active time of node v is equal to the maximum active time of
the links connecting with node v . Therefore, the node energy
consumption can be predicted by calculating the difference
of the maximum active time of the links before and after Rn
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Fig. 5 Execution example of LAE routing method.

has arrived. This method also reduces the number of hops
by averaging the difference and the maximum value of the
difference Fn

min(Ce1,Ce2 ) .
Figure 5 shows an execution example of the LAE rout-

ing method. For simplicity, all links have an identical capac-
ity of 1 [Gbps]. All link power consumption and node power
consumption are 20 [W] and 200 [W], respectively.

In this example, suppose that R1 and R2 are ongoing,
and a new request R3 has arrived. First, the LAE routing
method makes a core-port graph to consider both link and
node costs. The link cost is then calculated according to the
formula 4 and 5. The link cost is equal to the summation
of dlink and dnode. For simplicity, the links included by the
paths with the least hops are only considered in this example.
For example, focusing on core-port link C to b, no request
exists on the links connected to node C. The cost of the
link is equal to the maximum value of 2200 because node C
does not reduce the energy consumption by using crossing
requests. Moreover, port-port link e1 to d2 has the minimum
value of 1200 because R2 with a file size larger than R3 uses
a different link from R3’s on node E. In other words, the
power consumption of node E is not affected by R3 if R3 uses
node E. Finally, the LAE routing searches for the shortest
path using Dijkstra’s algorithm. The energy-efficient path
across R1 and R2 is searched for in this example.

4. Performance Evaluation

4.1 Simulation Model

We used an inter-datacenter topology as a network model.
This model had two k = 4 Fat-Tree topologies connected to
each other by the networkwith 4 nodes and 32 links. Figure 6
shows the network configuration of this topology. The power
consumption of the nodes and the links and the link capacity
were almost the same as those in the intra-datacenter. The
capacity of the inter-datacenter links was 10 [Gbps], and the
power consumptions of the inter-datacenter nodes and links

Fig. 6 Inter-datacenter topology.

Fig. 7 Average network power consumption.

were 430[W] and 70[W], respectively [34]. The source and
destination nodes for each request were randomly selected
from the servers.

The transfer requests were generated via a Poisson ar-
rival process with an average arrival rate of λ. All requests
involved a file size of 100, 200 or 300 [GB] and a deadline of
10800, 21600 or 32400 [sec]. A combination of these param-
eter was selected with the same probability. The parameter
α was set to 10 determined by preliminary experiment.

We confirmed that no requests was rejected among the
106 requests; therefore, we used the total network power
consumption as a performance measure.

4.2 Simulation Results

Figure 7 shows the average power consumed in the whole
network as a function of request arrival rate. According
to the graph, the proposed bandwidth assignment method
WCR reduces approximately 30% of the total network power
consumption compared with the existing scheduling method
DFP with the exsting routing method MLC. The proposed
routing method LAE helps the proposed bandwidth assign-
ment method and achieves additional power saving.

Note that the proposed method may increase the num-
ber of rejected requests in exchange for power saving when
the requests arrive too frequent. Figure 8 shows the call
blocking probability in higher call arrival rate. Assuming
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Fig. 8 Call blocking probability.

Fig. 9 Average network power consumption with random graph.

Fig. 10 Call blocking probability with random graph (no requests were
rejected with the existing method).

the maximum acceptable call blocking probability is 1%,
the proposed method is beneficial when the call arrival rate
is less than 45.

Next, we evaluated the impact of network topology us-
ing random graph [35] with 100 nodes. Figures 9 and 10

show the average network power consumption and the call
blocking probability, respectively. As shown in Fig. 10, more
number of requests were rejected, since the probability of
crossing increased for the connection through many hops.
With smaller call arrival requests, however, the proposed
method works well to achieve power saving.

5. Conclusion

This study described a model where a file transfer request
must either be completed by a user-specified deadline or be
rejected if the deadline cannot be satisfied. A joint band-
width assignment and routing method was then proposed
to reduce the network power consumption by applying the
time-constrained file transfer model to data center networks.
The simulation results showed the excellent performance of
the proposed joint method.
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